
5 REASONS  
WHY THIS  
SOUND  
CHANGES  
EVERYTHING 



2  NOW IT’S EVEN EASIER 
TO MAKE THE RIGHT  
CHOICES

1  THE ONLY HEARING AID  
THAT DOESN’T SOUND LIKE 
A HEARING AID

WIDEX MOMENT™ features the revolutionary 

new PureSound™ pathway powered by 

ZeroDelay™ — the fastest signal pathway in 

the industry, by far. ZeroDelay™ Technology 

processes the sound signal as much as 7 ms 

faster than other digital hearing aids, providing 

wearers a sound so pure and natural that you 

have to hear it to believe it.

AS EASY AS 1-2-3 

We’ve updated our Compass™ GPS fitting software — adding more granularity, control, and  

transparency while keeping the experience simple and intuitive. In fact, WIDEX MOMENTTM fittings 

require 35% fewer clicks than before.  

No two patients are the same, so why fit them the same? WIDEX MOMENT™ provides a higher level of 

personalization with TruAcoustics™, a new in-situ gain optimization technology based on your patient’s 

hearing loss and physical fit. TruAcoustics™ provides not only a more accurate first fit, but also long-

lasting  performance so wearers can enjoy all of their important real-life hearing moments naturally.

Our new three-step navigator and updated visualizations mean that you’ll always know where you are in 

the fitting process, and the effects of your choices and recommendations are clear at every stage.
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THE FASTEST SOUND PROCESSING IN THE HEARING AID INDUSTRY
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Amplified sound from the hearing aid and direct sound 
passing through vented fittings combine in the ear to produce 
an artifacts and distortion known as the comb-filter effect.
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FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
Comb-Filter Effect

Widex MOMENT™ eradicates the comb-filter effect by providing 
a delay so low that it is virtually zero. This leaves wearers with a 
more natural sound and a premium listening experience.



Because less corrosion equals more durability, key areas of WIDEX 

MOMENT™, such as the microphone grid and the circuit block,  

have been treated with an advanced water-resistant nano coating. 

In addition, the new receivers in the WIDEX MOMENT™ mRIC R D 

are engineered from stainless steel. They are smaller than previous 

designs, resulting in a more comfortable fit for users with small ear 

canals, and their increased power means you can cover most of the 

fitting range with just two receivers. 

4  THE CONVENIENCE OF  
RECHARGEABILITY IS NOW  
MORE DISCREET THAN EVER

3  BUILT TO BE LIFEPROOF

Now users don’t have to compromise on sound to get the  

convenience of rechargeability. WIDEX MOMENT™ is available  

as a lithium-ion rechargeable RIC hearing aid — the smallest of its 

kind. The WIDEX MOMENT™ mRIC R D provides paradigm-changing 

sound and the convenience of rechargeability in the smallest and 

most discreet package possible.

Convenient wireless charging  
and intuitive operation.  
Handy, portable size.

LED light indicators enable users to 
monitor charging progress  

USB connector (provided) compatible 
with users’ existing devices.

Hinged cover protects 
against dust/debris  

for reliable performance.



ADDITIONAL WIDEX MOMENT™ BENEFITS

Improved speech understanding 

Accentuate speech and reduce noise from your 

surroundings.

Wind noise reduction  

Hear clearly, even when it’s windy.

Natural sound experience 

Choose between the renowned Widex sound or the 

new Widex PureSound™.

Automatic sound adjustment 

No need to adjust the hearing aid in every situation.

Direct Bluetooth streaming 

Stream sound directly from Apple® or Android 

devices.*

Sound personalization 

Intuitive app and artificial intelligence guide you to 

the best sound.

WIDEX REMOTE CARE™ 

Enables fitting and fine-tuning at any location the 

patient requests. 

Real-Life Insights 

Facilitates counseling by providing access to the 

patients' personal programs. 

* Prepared for future connections with Android (ASHA)

5  STREAM FROM  
MORE DEVICES THAN 
EVER BEFORE

WHY WIDEX MOMENT™ 
IS RIGHT FOR YOU?
To help you hear their best, WIDEX MOMENT™ features exclusive 

Sound Class Technology that automatically adapts your hearing  

aids to their specific listening requirements. Without having to press any 

buttons, WIDEX MOMENT™ ensures optimal clarity, comfort, and audibility in 

every situation.

We’ve upgraded the 2.4 GHz Bluetooth connectivity in WIDEX  

MOMENT™, so users can now stream more reliably from iOS devices 

and other accessories. Soon WIDEX MOMENTTM will be able to 

connect with select Android devices, too.* Enjoy all the streaming 

entertainment the world has to offer with WIDEX MOMENTTM. 

PERFORMANCE- 
LEVEL/BENEFIT

SOCIAL MUSIC QUIET PARTY TRANSPORTATION URBAN

– Classical or  
contemporary – with speech – with speech – with speech – with speech

WIDEX MOMENT™ 440

WIDEX MOMENT™ 330

WIDEX MOMENT™ 220

WIDEX MOMENT™ 110*

* Prepared for future connections with TV PLAY and Android devices

*Not available in mRIC R D or RIC 312 D



NEW COLORS! 
BASED ON A GLOBAL USER HAIR COLOR STUDY

Coselgi A/S, Nymoellevej 6, DK-3540 Lynge, Denmark
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Widex MOMENT™ is available in three receiver-in-canal  

models and three in-the-ear models. Your hearing care  

professional can help you choose the ideal model for your  

specific hearing loss and lifestyle.

WIDEX MOMENT™ MODELS AND STYLES

RIC 10RIC 312 DmRIC R D XP CUSTOM ITE (IM/IP) CIC

IN-THE-EAR MODELSRECEIVER-IN-CANAL MODELS

Choose between 13 different colors for RIC models and three standard colors for ITE models.

CHOOSE YOUR COLORS

2.4 GHz Connectivity2.4 GHz Connectivity and  
lithium-ion rechargeable

NEW!NEW! NEW!NEW!


